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Relationships between the semigroup, End M, of endomorphisms of a linear automaton 
M and the structure of M are determined. It is shown that M is strongly connected if and 
only if End M is a group of translations. If M is not strongly connected, conditions are 
found as to when End M contains only linear transformations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of mathematical systems it is often the case that information about their 
structure can be obtained from their operation (or structure) preserving functions. 
So it is reasonable to expect that the endomorphism semigroup of an automaton should, 
in some way, provide knowledge about the automaton. In particular, since many of the 
features of a linear automaton have useable algebraic characterizations, it is natural 
to study the relationships between these algebraic features and the structure of the 
endomorphism semigroup. This, then is one of the objectives of this work. 
In providing an appropriate setting, we note that endomorphism semigroups and 
automorphism groups of automata have been the topics of several investigations. We 
call attention to the work in the early 1960s of Fleck [3] and Weeg [lo], and to the work 
or Arbib [l], Bavel [2], Fleck [4] and Weeg [ll] in the later 1960s. We also cite the 
more recent work of Masunaga et al. [9] in which much of this earlier work has been 
generalized. (Further references are given in [9].) 
In this paper we deal exclusively with linear automata, and completely characterize 
the endomorphism semigroups of strongly connected linear automata. In Section 2 
some terminology, notations, and mathematical background are given and in Section 3 
the above-mentioned characterization is established. In proving this characterization 
we find that the endomorphism semigroup of a linear automaton that is not strongly 
connected always contains a nontrivial linear transformation. In the final section we 
answer the question as to when the endomorphism semigroup of such automata contains 
only linear transformations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M 3 (Q, Z, S) be a completely determined, finite automaton with states Q, 
inputs Z, and transition function 6: Q x Z + Q. The automaton M is linear if there 
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exists a finite field F such that Q = Fn, .?Y = Fm and matrices A and B over F such 
that for Q E Q, u E 2, S(q, u) = Aq + Ba. We shall denote a linear automaton by the 
4-tuple (V, Z, A, B) when we wish to call attention to the matrices A and B. 
For an automaton ikf = (Q, 2, 8) and any Q,, E Q let comp(p,,) = (4 E Q: 3zu, E P, 
w2 E Z*, such that S(4, , wi) = q and 6(q, wa) = qO}, where Z* is the free semigroup 
generated by 2. So comp(q,) is a strongly connected component of the state graph of M. 
For a linear automaton M = (V, Z, A, B) it is well known that camp(0) is the subspace, 
say JVO , of V generated by {AjBo / (T E Z,,j = 0, 1, 2 ,... } (Harrison [5, p. 851). Thus 
(V, Z, A, B) is strongly connected if and only if V = W, . 
Recall that an endomorphism of (Q, 2, 8) is a functionf: Q + Q such thatf(S(q, u)) = 
S(f(s), g) for all (4, u) E Q x Z. So an endomorphism of a linear automaton M = 
(V, .Z, A, B) is a function f: V - V such that f(Aq + Ba) = At(q) + Bu for all 
(4, u) E I/ x 2. It is clear that under the operation of function composition the set, 
End M, of endomorphisms of M is a semigroup with identity 1, where I: V -+ V is the 
71 x n identity matrix. 
In our investigation of the semigroup End M, M = (V, Z, A, B), we shall find 
it useful to consider the set T,, = {f: V--f V If(Aq + Bu) = Af(q) for all (p, u) E 
Q x ,Z}. The set T, is also a semigroup under function composition but does not contain 
I unless BU = 0 for each u E 2, in which case End M = T,, . The usefulness of T,, 
for studying End M is brought out in the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. LetM=(V,,Z,A,B). ThenEndM=I+ T, ={I+g/gETo}, 
LEMMA 2. Let M = (V, 2, A, B). If a functiong: V + V belongs to T,, then Ag = gA 
andg(WJ = MO)). 
Proof. Since g E T,, then g(Av + Bu) = Ag(v) for all v E V, u EZ: In particular 
when u = 0 then Ag(v) = gA(v) for all v E V. 
If w E lV,, then w has the form w = AkBuk + Ak-lBu,-, $- ... + ABu, + Bu, 
where each ui E Z. Then 
g(w) = Af(A”-lBu, + ..’ + BuJ. 
Continuing in this manner we eventually obtain g(w) = A’“g(Bu,) = Akg(A(0) + Bu,) = 
Akg(0) = g(0) since g(0) is left fixed by A. 
W7e note that Lemma 1 implies that the determination of End M is equivalent to 
the determination of T, . Also if g: V ---f V is a linear transformation such that Ag = gA 
and g(W,) = {0} then g E T,, , that is the converse of Lemma 2 is also true when g is 
linear. Henceforth in this paper when considering End M we will often use Tu without 
mention. 
Our investigations into the relationship of End M with the structure of M = 
(V, 2, A, B) will require results from linear algebra whose details can be found in 
Hoffman and Kunze [7]. Recall that a subspace W of the vector space V is invariant 
under A if Aw E W for all w E W. In particular the subspace W, associated with M 
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is invariant under A. Let F[x] denote the ring of polynomials in x with coefficients 
from the field F. We may view V as a (left) module over F[x] in the usual way by defining 
f(x) * v = f(A)w for all f(x) E F[x], a E V. If S is any subset of V then we shall use 
the notation m,(x) to denote that unique nonzero manic polynomial of smallest degree 
in F[x] such that mr(x) * s = m,(A)s = 0 for all s E S, and call llzs(x) the minimal 
polynomial for S. If S = V then V+(X) is also called the minimal polynomial for A. 
Using the properties of F[x] and the minimality of 11zr(x) it is easy to prove that if 
f(x) . s = 0 for all s E S then m,(x) dividesf(x). 
The advantage of regarding V as a module over F[x] is the use of the theory of modules 
to decompose I/ into a direct sum of subspaces each of which is invariant under 4. 
One such decomposition is the rational decomposition of V (see [7], p. 196): 
v= W,@...@ w,, 
where (a) each Wi is a nonzero invariant subspace of A, (b) for each i there is a wi E Wi 
such that W, = (f(x) . wi 1 f(x) EF[x]}, and (c) if 1 < i < k - 1 then VZ,~+~(X) 
divides m,i(x). (Subspaces of V satisfying property (b) are called cyclic subspaces.) 
In this way the “action” of A on Vis described via its “action” on the cyclic subspaces Wi . 
In the next section we turn our attention to strongly connected linear automata and 
give a characterization of these automata in terms of their endomorphism semigroups. 
3. ENDOMORPHISM SEMIGROUPS OF STRONGLY CONNECTED LINEAR AUTOMATA 
In this section we show that the automaton property of being strongly connected 
can be characterized in terms of the semigroup of endomorphisms. In particular it is 
shown that being strongly connected is equivalent to T,, consisting of certain constant 
maps. 
Suppose M is strongly connected, i.e., I/ = W,, . Then every endomorphism f is 
completely determined by its action on 0. Since f(A0 + BO) = Af(0) + 0, f(0) is 
fixed by A. Hence if 1 is not an eigenvalue of A thenf(0) = 0; but if 1 is an eigenvalue 
of A and z+ is any eigenvector associated with 1 then f: I/ + V given by f(0) = z’i 
is an endomorphism of M. This establishes the necessity of the condition of the next 
theorem. The sufficiency of the condition will be established by showing that if V # W, 
then T,, contains a nonzero linear transformation. Consequently End M contains 
homomorphisms that are not translations. Recall that f: V - V is a translation if there 
is a fixed vector o, such that f(n) = v + or for all e, E V. We first need a technical 
result. 
LEMMA 3. Let V be a vector space, A a linear transformation on V, and suppose W, 
H, K are A-invariant subspaces of V such that V = H @ K and H C W. Then there 
is an A-invariant subspace w of W such that w C K and W = H 0 p. 
Proof. Let w be the subspace K n W. Clearly m is invariant under -q, and since 
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H n K = (01 th en H n W = (0). If w E W then there exist vectors wr E H, k E K 
such that w = wi + k. We must have k = w - wr E W which in turn means k E !V. 
Therefore W = H @ w as desired. 
THEOREM 1. A linear automaton M is strongly connected if and only ;f End M = 
{f: V -+ V 1 f(x) = x + zll where Ao, = etl>. 
Proof. It suffices to show that T,, contains a nonzero linear transformation when 
V # W, . Suppose first that mwO(x) # m,(x). Then f = m,JA) # 0 and f (Aq + Bu) = 
Af (4) for all q E V, u E 2, so f is a nonzero linear transformation in T,, . 
Suppose now that m,k) = my(x). Th en W, contains a cyclic subspace W, such 
that mwl(x) = mwO(x) = V+(X). A careful examination of the rational decomposition 
theorem (see the remarks on page 198 of [7]) ’ pl im ies that we can decompose I’ into 
cyclic subspaces in the following way: 
where, for i = 1, 2 ,..., k, Wi C W, , and there is no cyclic subspace of W,, outside of 
H = WI @ -.* @ W, having the same dimension as W,,, . Let K = W,,, @ **a @ W, , 
then V = H @ K. From the previous lemma we have a subspace w of W such that 
W,, = H @ v. Due to the selection of H we have m&x) # 111x(x). 
Definef:V+V as follows: for v~V with v=h+k, hcH, kEK, f(v)= 
f (h + k) = mv(A)k. It is easy to verify that f is a linear transformation, and since 
md-4 + %(4, f is nonzero. To show that f belongs to T,, let q E V and 0 g Z. Then 
q=h,+k,,h,EH,k1EKandsinceBoEW,wehaveBa=h+~,hhH,~E~. 
Hence f (Aq + Ba) = f (Ah, + h + AK, + U) = mp(A)[Akl + a] = m&A) AK, = 
b&W, = 4f (cd>. Th is completes the proof of the theorem. 
Since every translation has an inverse, the above result shows that strongly connected 
linear automata are characterized by the fact that their endomorphism semigroups 
are groups of translations. From Theorem 1 we have that the automorphism group, 
Aut(M), of a strongly connected linear automaton M is an elementary abelian p-group, 
where p is the characteristic of the field F. On the other hand, let G be a finite elementary 
abelian p-group. So G is isomorphic to a product of copies of the group 2, of integers 
modulo p. If GE (Z,), x ... x (Z,), and if V = (Z,)“, Z = (Z,)“, A = B = I,, 
then M = ,<V, 2, A, B) is strongly connected with Aut(M) g G. 
By placing restrictions on the matrix A we can make some further observations. 
If 1 is not an eigenvalue of A then M is strongly connected if and only if End M = 
Aut M = {I}. Also, if A is nilpotent then M is strongly connected if and only if 
Aut M = {I}. 
4. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS IN END M 
In Theorem 1 we showed that T,, (and hence End M) contains a nonzero linear trans- 
formation whenever W, # V. In this section we determine conditions under which 
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End M contains only linear transformations. Thus throughout this section we assume 
that W, # V for the linear automaton M = (V, Z, A, B). 
If 1 is an eigenvalue for A and vu1 is an associated eigenvector then the nonlinear 
function f: V --f I/ given by f(x) = x + vi is in End M. Thus we may assume that 1 
is not an eigenvalue for A, and consequently, every f E End M fixes 0. 
If A = (0) then it is easily seen that f E T0 if and only if f( W,> = {O}. Thus if W, = 
{0}, End M contains a nonlinear function unless V = (Z,)l and in this case End M = 
(0, I}. If W, # {0} and A = (0) then select ZI # 0 in V - W, . Any functionf: I/ + V 
such that f( W,) = (0) and f(v) # f(v + w) f or some w E W is a nonlinear function 
in T, ; hence I + f is a nonlinear function in End M. Thus in the remainder of this 
section we also assume that A # (0). 
Our investigation of the remaining case, A # (0), is further divided into two parts, 
namely, when A is invertible and when A is singular. 
Part 1 
Assume A is invertible. Since our vector space is finite there exists a positive integer n 
such that An = I. So for any v E V there exists a least positive integer I such that 
A%-v=((xz-l).v~W,,. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be invertible, v E V and let 1 be the least positive integer such that 
(AZ - I)v E W, . Then camp(v) = lJi:i (A% + W,). 
The proof of Lemma 4 is direct and hence is omitted. The lemma shows that when 
A is invertible the strongly connected components of the state graph are unions of 
cosets of W, and in fact tells one exactly how to find camp(v). 
LEMMA 5. Assume A is invertible. If v E V, let 1 be the least positive integer such that 
(AZ - 1)~ E W, . Then there exists a nonxero v’ E V such that (AZ - 1)~’ = 0. 
Proof. Let Q(X) be the minimal polynomial with the property that Q(X) . v E W,, . 
Since (x2 - 1) . v E W, ; then Q(X) divides xz - 1. Since m,(x) . v = 0, where m,(x) 
is the minimal polynomial for v, then q(x) divides m,(x). Thus there exists a a’ E V 
such that m,(x) = Q(X). We now have (xz - 1) . v’ = 0. 
LEMMA 6. Assume A is invertible and let f E T, . Then f is constant on each coset 
determined by W, . 
Proof. Suppose X, y E V belong to the same coset of W,, in V. Then x = y + w 
for some w E W. We show now that f(x) = f(y). S ince A is invertible there exists 
a positive integer k such that y = Aky and w = A”-lBo, + ... + Ba, . Hence f(x) = 
f (y + w) = Af (A”-ly + Ak-2Ba, + ... + Ba,_,). Continuing we find that f(x) = 
Akf (Y) = f (AkY) = f(Y). 
The above result is particularly useful in constructing candidates for End M. We 
use Lemma 6 in the next theorem which shows that if V - W, is not strongly connected 
then there are nonlinear functions in End M. 
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THEOREM 2. If A is invertible and ;f V - W, contains more than one strongly connected 
component, then End M contains a nonlinear function. 
Proof. Let C, = comp(v,) and C, = comp(v,) be distinct components of V - W, . 
From Lemma 4 there exist positive integers Zi and Z2 such that Ci = (J:Li’ (A$ + W,), 
i = 1,2. From Lemma 5 there exist nonzero vectors vi , vi such that (Azi - I)v; = 0, 
i = 1,2. If vi + vi = 0 then vi + AZ& # 0 and moreover (Al% - 1) Av; = 0. 
Hence we may suppose vi + v; # 0. We now show that there is a nonlinear function 
in T,. 
If vi $ vu2 $ C, v C, we define fi V + V as follows: for x = A$ + w E Ci let 
f(x) = Ajvi and for x 6 C, u C, let f(x) = 0. Note that s E C, u C, if and only if 
As + Ba E C, u C, for all u E Z. So if s 6 C, u C, then f (As + Bo) = 0 = Af(s). If 
s E C, u C, , say s = A%, + w with i < Zi - 1, then As + Bo = Aj- Iv1 + w’. Hence 
f (As $- Ba) = Aj+lv’ = Af(s). If j = Zi - 1 then As + Ba = vu1 + w’, so 
f (As + Ba) = vi while Af (s) = AAzi-lvi = vi . Thus fe T, , but f is not linear 
since f (vl + va) = 0 while f (vJ + f (v2) = vi + vi # 0. 
If, on the other hand, vi + vZ E C, v C, , say vi + va = Ajv, + w, then it is easy 
to verify that A%, - va E W, . From this we have la divides Z1 , say 1r = ql, . In this 
case we define f: V + V as follows: for x $ C, u C, let f (x) = 0 and let f (vl) = -v; , 
f (vJ = V~ and if x = A$ + w E Ci then f(x) = Ajf(v,), i = 1,2. As above, using 
the fact that la divides Zr , we have f E To . Further, since vi + va = A%, + w then 
{(;b,iin;~r;,;4 # 0, but f (4 + f (4 = -4 + vk = 0, so again T, contains 
Suppose V - W, has just one component, say comp(v,) = U~~~ (A%, + W,,), where 
I is the least positive integer such that A%, - vi E W, . If fg T,, , then Alf(vJ = 
f (A$) = f(vl + w) = f (vJ and so (Z4z - 1) f (vr) = 0. On the other hand suppose 
f: V + V is such that f (W,,) = {0}, (AZ - I) f (vr) = 0 and f (A%, + w) = Ajf (vl) 
for all w E W. Then f E T0 and we have a straightforward method of constructing functions 
in T, when V - W, is strongly connected. This construction is used in the next two 
examples in which we show that the converse of Theorem 2 is false. In particular these 
examples show that in the case V - W,, is strongly connected, End M may or may 
not consist entirely of linear transformations. 
EXAMPLE A. Let M = ((25)2, 2, , A, B) where A = (i i) and B = (3. Then 
W, = {(f) 1 b E 2,) and V - W,, is strongly connected, I/ - W, = comp(v,) = 
&, (A$ + W,) where vi = (3. Let va = (3 and define f: V + V by f (W,) = {0}, 
and f (A%, + zu) = Aj(v, + va). Thenfe T,, , but f. is not linear since (A + 3I)f(v,) # 
f ((A + 3.Z)vJ. Hence End M contains nonlinear functions. 
EXAMPLE B. Let M = ((Z,)z, .??a, A, B) where A = (g ‘2) and B = (A). If v, = (3 
and v2 = (t) then W, = {cq 1 a: E 2,) and V - W, = (vz + W,,) u (274 + W,). For 
any f E T,, we have (A2 - I) f (vJ = 0, h ence f (v2) E W, . Using the fact that f must be 
constant on the cosets of W,, we have T,, = (0, (z ‘& (i i)}, all linear transformations. 
In the next theorem we consider the situation where V - W, is strongly connected 
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and give necessary and sufficient conditions for an element of T,, to be linear, hence 
when a function in End M is linear. 
THEOREM 3. Assume A is invertible and let V - W, = comp(v,). Let pi(x) be minimal 
such that p,(A)v, E W,, , and let f E To . Then f is linear if and only if p,(A) f (q) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose f is linear. Since f E T, then Af = fA and so p,(A) f (q) = 
f (p,(A)4 = 0. 
Conversely suppose that f E T,, and p,(A) f (VI) = 0. We need to show f (x $- y) = 
f(x) + f(y) for all x, y E V. If x, y E W, the equality is clear. If x = A$ + w, y = w1 
then f (x + y) = Ajf (vJ = f (A$ + w) + 0 = f(x) + f (y). If x = A%, + w, y = 
A%, + w’ with x + y = A%, + w” for some 1 > 0, then (Aj + A” - Az)vI E W, . 
This means p,(x) divides xj + xk - xz, say xi + xk - x2 = q(x)pi(x) and we have 
Aif + Akf (VI) - A’f(v,) = q(A)pI(A) f (q) = 0. It is now clear that f (x + y) = 
f (x1 + f (Y). 7% e remaining case is x = A%, + w, y = Akv, + w’ with x + y E W, . 
In this situation p,(x) divides xj + xk and hence Ajf(v,) + Akf (q) = 0, meaning 
f(x+y) =f(x) +f(Y)* 
We now consider two classes of linear automata in which Theorem 3 is applicable. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose A is invertible with W,, = (0). Then End M consists entirely 
of linear transformations if and only if V - W, is strongly connected. 
Proof. For V - W,, = comp(v,), let f E T,, . Since W, = (0) then pi(x) is the 
minimal polynomial for V and hence p,(A) f (pII) = 0. 
In particular when M is an autonomous network (1 Z 1 = 1) with invertible A, we 
have a specific example of the above corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose A is invertible with W, # (0) and that V - W, has the form 
V - W,, = {A$ , j = 0, I,2 ,..., IV} f OY a fixed vector v, E V. Then every endomorphism 
of M is linear. 
Proof. If f E To let 1 be minimal such that (x2 - 1) . vi = A%, - vu1 E W, and let 
p,(x) be as in Theorem 3. If m,(x) is the minimal polynomial for vi , the special structure 
of V - W,, and the invertibility of A imply that m,(x) is the minimal polynomial for 
every vector in V - W, . From this it can be seen that m,(x) = ml(x) = p,(x)” for 
some positive integer n and pi(x) must be irreducible. Since f E T, , we know 
(A’ - .J)f(q) = 0 h h w ic means the minimal polynomial m(x) for f (vi) divides x2 - 1. 
But m(x) divides m,(x) so it has the form m(x) = pi(x)” for k < n. If we can show 
that x2 - 1 has no repeated irreducible factors then we can conclude that K = 1. This 
means pi(x) f (vJ = 0 and f is linear by Theorem 3. 
To show that xz - 1 has no repeated irreducible factors we note that the minimality 
of I implies XI - 1 is minimal such that it is divisible by pi(x). If F has characteristic p 
and if p divides 1, say 1 = pt, then x r - 1 = (x” - 1)“. This means that p,(x) divides 
xt - 1, which contradicts the minimality of 1. Thus p cannot divide 1 which means 
x1 - 1 has distinct irreducible factors (Herstein [6, p. 1921). 
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We note that the linear automaton of Example B satisfies the hypotheses of the above 
corollary. We note also that Corollary 2 could be considered a special case of Corollary 1. 
This concludes our discussion of the case in which A is invertible. We now turn 
to the remaining case, A not invertible. 
Part 2 
Assume A is singular. We will divide this case into two subcases. Specifically, if 
we define for any v E V, reach (v) = {p E V / p = Akv + AL-lBa, $ ... + Bo, for 
some k} then consider whether or not reach(v) n W,, # @ for some v E V - W, . 
Subcase 1. Assume that v1 E V - W,, such that reach(v,) n W,, # o . Then there 
is a positive integer k such that Akv, + A”-lBa, + ... + Bak E W,, . This means 
A%, E W, . If n is the least positive integer such that Anvl E W, then we shall say vi 
has W,-order n. (If v E W,, then v has W,-order 0 and if A% $ W,, for each k then v has 
W,,-order co.) If q(x) is minimal such that q(A)v, E W,, , then q(x) divides xn and hence 
q(x) = xn. Also, xn divides m,(x), the minimal polynomial for A. Let E be maximal 
such that x1 divides q,(x) and let v,, E V be such that A$, = 0 but AZ-b, # 0. 
If P - W, has an element vs of Ws-order 71 > 1 then define f: V 4 V by f(v) = 0 
if v has W,,-order 0 or cc, and f(v) = AZ-“(v,) if v has W,-order k, k # 0, co. It is 
easy to verify that f belongs to T,, . Since v2 + Av, has W,,-order n, ,f(v, + Av,) = 
Az-~vO # Al-%vo + AZ-(+%J~ = f(vs) + f(Av,) and f is not linear. 
If every element in V - W, has W,,-order 1 or co, let vg be an element of W,-order 1. 
Define f: V+ V by f(va) = Al-%, and f(v) = 0 otherwise. Then fg T,, since 
f(As $ Bo) = 0 = Af(s) for all s. Let a be any nonzero vector distinct from v3 . (Such 
a vector exists, since A # (0)) Then f(v + v..) = 0 # AZ-%, = f(v) + f(v,). 
We summarize this discussion in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If A is singular and there exists a v E V - W, such that reach(v) n 
W, # o then End M contains nonlinear functions. 
Subcase 2. The remaining situation is when reach(v) n W, = o for each 
v E v - w. . For convenience in the following discussion we introduce some terminology. 
A vector v E V satisfying Akv = 0 for some positive integer k is called a nilpotent vector, 
while a vector v E V satisfying A% = v for some positive k is called an invertible vector. 
Since reach(v) n Ws = o for all v E V - W0 then every nilpotent vector belongs 
to W, . Moreover for a nonnilpotent vector U, u = vi + vu where o, is invertible and 
v,, is nilpotent (Jacobson [S, p. 1321). Supp ose v E V - W, with v = vi + v, as above. 
If x E camp(v) then x = Ah + Ai-lBo, + ... + Buj = A%, T- w, w E W, , and hence 
x E comp(v,), since vi is invertible. Conversely if y E comp(v,), y = A%, + Aj-~BIJ, $- 
... + Baj , then there exists a k >, j such that A%, = A$ and A%, = 0. Thus 
x = A%, + Aj-lBa, + ... + Bui = A% + Aj-lBu, + ... + Buj . Hence, using zero 
inputs, we find that y E camp(v). Now, since vi is invertible, we find as in Lemma 4 
that camp(v) = comp(vr) = (Jiz: (Ah, + W,,), where I is the least positive integer 
such that Ab, - vu1 E W, . Further, if x, y E camp(q) and are in the same coset of W,, 
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then as in Lemma 6 we find that for any f in Z’,, , f(x) = f(y). Hence, using the same 
argument, we obtain the following generalization of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 5. If for each v E V - W, , reach(v) C’I W, = o and V - W, is not 
strongly connected then End M contains nonlinear functions. 
In the case that V - W,, is strongly connected, say V - W, = comp(v,), where 
v, may be selected invertible, we have the following analogue to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 6. Let V - IV,, = comp(v,) and Zet pi(x) be the minz’ma2 pol?/nomial such 
that p,(A)v, E W, . Suppose further that reach(v) n W,, = o for each v E V - W, . 
If f E T,, then f is linear if and only ifp,(A) f (vJ = 0. 
Proof. We can use the same argument as that in Theorem 3 as soon as we show that 
forf E T,, , f (W,) = (0). Now let w E W,, , w = A~Bu, + AnBo, + ... + ATBIJ-~ j- Bu, , 
m > n > “’ > r > 1. Then f(w) = Af (A+lBo, + An-1Bu2 + ... A A’~~BcJ,-,) = 
ATf(A’n-rBu, + ... + Bo,-J = A’~(A”-TBu, + A”-‘Ba, + . ..). Continuing gives 
f(w) = Amf(Bu) = 0, as desired. 
Summarizing this section we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let M = (V, Z, A, B) be a linear automaton such that A # (0), 1 is 
not an eigenvalue of A and V # W,, . 
(i) If for some v E V - W, , reach(v) n W, # .B, then End M contains nonlinear 
functions. 
(ii) If for each v E V - W, , reach(v) n W, = O, then End M contains nonlinear 
functions if V - W, is not strongly connected. 
(iii) If V - W,, = comp(v,) and reach(v) n W, = ,D for each v E V - W,, then 
f E End M is linear ;f and only if p,(A) f (vJ = 0. 
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